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Abstract
This paper presents a large panel study on the macroeconomic consequences of natural catastrophes and analyzes the extent to which risk transfer to insurance markets facilitates economic recovery. Our main results are that major natural catastrophes have large and significant negative effects on economic activity, both on impact and over the longer run. However, it is mainly the uninsured losses that drive the subsequent macroeconomic cost, whereas sufficiently insured events are inconsequential in terms of foregone output. This result helps to disentangle conflicting findings in the literature, and puts the focus on risk transfer mechanisms to help mitigate the macroeconomic costs of natural catastrophes.
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1 Introduction

A series of tragic events in recent years has rekindled interest in the economic consequences of natural catastrophes. A growing literature studies whether disasters are harmful or conducive to economic activity. While the immediate destruction they cause triggers a range of adverse socio-economic consequences, natural disasters may also have growth-enhancing effects since investment for reconstruction is part of measured GDP (a flow), whereas the destruction of physical capital (a stock) is not. Replacing dated capital with more recent vintages might also raise long-term growth. Weighing against this optimistic view are the disarray and loss of productive capacity depressing output in the immediate aftermath of a major catastrophe. Existing studies differ widely in terms of sample size and the time horizon over which these effects are examined, and formal research disregards the role of risk transfer even as policy papers emphasize the importance of financial preparedness. The literature thus reaches no firm conclusions on disaster-related growth effects.

By using a novel and unique dataset, this paper measures the dynamic response of growth to major natural catastrophes, and examines the extent to which risk transfer to insurance markets facilitates economic recovery for a large cross-section of countries. With this aim, the paper makes three contributions to the literature. First, our analysis has a broader scope than other studies. We construct a large panel with 8,252 country-year observations, covering 203 countries and jurisdictions between 1960 and 2011, matched with 2476 major natural catastrophes of four different physical types. Importantly, we make use of the most detailed statistics available on total and insured losses, obtained from industry sources. These unique data are better suited for the analysis than the public CRED database used in the existing literature.\(^1\) On the methodological side, we estimate the full time profile of economic growth in response to natural disasters in a dynamic specification. This allows us to present a more complete picture of growth dynamics than studies that focus on a particular time segment only.

Third, and most importantly, this is the first paper to make the link between natural catastrophes and economic growth conditional on risk transfer. This nuances the transmission channels, thereby helping to resolve the conflicting findings on catastrophe-related growth effects in the literature. In particular, we show that the uninsured part of disaster-related losses drives the subsequent macroeconomic cost in terms of foregone output. In focusing on economic activity, we recognize that disasters invariably diminish the wellbeing of affected populations even if growth rebounds.\(^2\) That said, there is little evidence that countries rebound from natural catastrophes when uninsured. We find that a typical (median) catastrophe causes a drop in growth of 0.6-1.0% on impact and results in a cumulative output loss of two to three times this magnitude, with higher estimates for larger (mean) catastrophes. Well insured catastrophes, by contrast, can be inconsequential or positive for growth over the medium term as insurance payouts help fund reconstruction efforts.

These findings suggest that risk transfer to insurance markets has a macroeconomic value. This value may be particularly high for smaller nations that lack the capacity to (re)insure themselves against major natural disasters. The analysis thus contributes to the policy debate on different forms of post-disaster spending, as well as the balance between prevention ex ante and compen-

\(^1\)The Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) collects the International Disaster Database (http://www.cred.be).

\(^2\)Disasters affect social wellbeing through various channels, including health, education, and nutrition (World Bank and United Nations 2010).
sation ex post. Our finding that catastrophes have permanent output effects is also relevant for a growing literature that explains asset pricing puzzles through rare disasters. The extent to which risk transfer mitigates the macroeconomic cost of disasters is pertinent to the literature on finance and growth, which focuses on banks and stock markets but not on insurance. Considering the macroeconomic value of risk transfer could also enrich the macroprudential approach to the regulation and supervision of insurance companies.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a case study contrasting Haiti and New Zealand, two island states that were struck by physically similar earthquakes in 2010, yet faced radically different economic consequences. Section 3 describes the construction of the dataset, offers stylized facts about natural catastrophes and introduces the methodology. The baseline results on the occurrence of natural disasters are presented in section 4, while section 5 extends the regressions to account for the severity of catastrophes. Section 6 conditions the estimates on insurance coverage and studies natural disasters of different physical types. Section 7 considers the role of development for insurance coverage and output losses, and section 8 concludes.

2 Two Islands, Worlds apart: Haiti vs. New Zealand

Physical similarities. In 2010, both Haiti and New Zealand were struck by powerful earthquakes. The two events were physically similar in many respects. Both earthquakes released energy equivalent to a moment magnitude of 7.0. In both cases, the epicenter was located near a major economic hub – Port-au-Prince, Haiti’s capital, and Christchurch, New Zealand’s second largest city. Furthermore, both countries are island states, subject to recurring natural catastrophes in the form of hurricanes, flooding and earthquakes. In light of these physical similarities, one might expect similar economic consequences to unfold on the two islands.

Devastation and the real economy. Haiti’s earthquake was one of the largest natural catastrophes affecting a developing country in history. The immediate destruction resulted in widespread disruption and 220,000 fatalities (2.25% of the population), and dislocated or affected another 40% of the population. Economic losses directly attributable to the catastrophe amounted to 8 billion US dollars, or 126% of 2010 GDP. A large share of private and public buildings, as well as manufacturing and transportation facilities, were destroyed, among them export-oriented farms and apparel production facilities. High on the list of damaged infrastructure were Haiti’s main airport and harbor.

The indirect macroeconomic effects resulting from the 2010 earthquake include a drop in real growth from 3.5% to -5.1% in 2010 alone, accompanied by a sharp decline in exports. It is too early for a comprehensive assessment of longer-term effects, but the extent of disruption can be gleaned from various signs. One year after the earthquake, just 20% of the rubble had reportedly been cleared from the Port-au-Prince (BBC News 2011). This was followed by an outbreak of cholera. The scale of human suffering made visible in the media worldwide triggered unprecedented aid flows. Aid to Haiti amounted to $2.9 billion in 2010, a tenfold increase over the average inflow of $0.35 billion between 1990 and 2009 (OECD 2012), with billions more committed.

In the case of New Zealand, the direct losses were of a similar order of magnitude in absolute terms. Losses directly attributable to New Zealand’s 2010 earthquake amounted to $6.5 billion (5.3% of GDP). The event produced no fatalities, in a population of 4.3 million. Even so, infrastructure
disruptions included a major airport, different ports and essential roads. Hampered transportation facilities and damage to office buildings caused numerous businesses to close, including facilities for food processing, paper production, textiles, machinery, transportation equipment and service providers.

*Indirect* macroeconomic effects also started to unfold immediately after the quake due to widespread disruptions. At the same time, reconstruction, inventory adjustment and a large increase in local government spending on repairing public infrastructure induced positive growth effects. Local experts estimated that the immediate growth-enhancing effects of reconstruction add 0.4% to real growth, and projected similar gains over the medium term (Statistics New Zealand 2010; New Zealand Treasury 2010). The fourth quarter saw growth rise to 1.7% (third quarter 1.2%). Following a second earthquake in February 2011, growth remained positive but slightly lower in a band of 1.1 to 1.6%, before picking up to 2.0% by mid-2012 (Reserve Bank of New Zealand 2012; Statistics New Zealand 2012).

**An important distinction.** In view of the striking physical similarities between the earthquakes, what explains the different economic consequences in Haiti and New Zealand? The difference we emphasize here is that of financial preparedness for dealing with natural disasters, particularly the extent of risk transfer arranged for ex ante. When the 2010 earthquakes struck, 81% of the resulting direct losses in New Zealand were covered and subsequently reimbursed based on existing insurance contracts (coverage for the 2011 earthquake was likewise at 80%). By contrast, Haiti’s insurance coverage was below 1%. This stark contrast also reflects the two countries’ different stages of economic development. Unlike most countries, New Zealand had made earthquake insurance largely mandatory. As a result of the broad coverage, the 2010 earthquake in New Zealand triggered financial compensation in excess of $5 billion from primary insurance companies. A large share of this amount was covered in turn by reinsurance contracts. Reinsurance companies headquartered outside New Zealand ultimately covered some $3.5 billion of earthquake-related losses (Holborn 2011). Haiti, in stark contrast, had negligible insurance coverage and thus found itself dependent on the disbursement of foreign aid.

The case of New Zealand suggests that insurance coverage facilitates rebuilding even with a slow pace of reimbursement. In spite of extensive insurance coverage in New Zealand, only a small share of claims were reimbursed shortly after the event. Depending on the specific earthquake insurance arrangement, many reimbursements had to be transferred through the public Earthquake Commission (EQC). In the direct aftermath of the disaster it took the EQC and private carriers some time to cope with the surge in required resources, notably staffing. This initially resulted in a slow pace of reimbursement. The EQC category “urgent repairs” and privately processed claims saw swifter reimbursements, but overall the insured reportedly wanted faster payouts. Even so, on-site risk management experts indicated that many owners of businesses and private property started their reconstruction efforts immediately after the quake, since they knew that they would receive money based on their insurance contracts for several reasons. They could rely on the fact that private insurers operating in New Zealand typically reinsure their peak risk with reinsurance companies abroad. Furthermore, the EQC was known to spread risk by buying its reinsurance coverage only from global groups and was also backed by a government guarantee. In contrast to many other countries, New Zealand can be said to have a de-facto reinsurer of last resort – not all countries can shoulder the resulting contingent fiscal liability.

**Channels.** Insurance facilitates recovery through two main channels. Well insured natural disasters trigger various payments by insurers to reimburse individual losses. What is the transmis-
sion from this microeconomic level to economic activity in the aggregate? Compensation directs resources to agents who need them for the replacement and repair of damaged property and infrastructure. In the absence of such arrangements, capital may not flow to the affected agents for the same financial imperfections that inform the literature on finance and growth (e.g. Levine and Zervos 1998). An overall increase in the volume of reimbursements, especially in the form of inflows from abroad, helps to spur economic growth by funding building activity and facilitating investment in reconstruction, which is included in measured GDP. Extensive compensation is also likely to have second-round effects, as funded reconstruction activity spills over to other sectors through externalities and strategic complementarity. For instance, a business owner will be more willing to invest after a disaster if it is a known fact that many potential customers had bought insurance and will thus have money to spend as a going concern. Such measures on the microeconomic level plausibly add up to a macroeconomic effect. For such behavior to take effect, agents must have confidence that insurers will pay based on contractual obligations if compensation is not paid out immediately.

Beyond catastrophe-related payouts, a country can benefit from existing insurance coverage through the transfer of knowledge. We illustrate this channel with one example at the different stages of a catastrophe. Ex ante, (re)insurers provide incentives to establish advanced building codes. Making structures more resistant to earthquakes is in the interest of the country and the insurers alike, as it limits damage and facilitates recovery operations. Second, as a catastrophe unfolds, (re)insurers often send disaster management experts to catastrophe sites to provide specific expertise that helps to contain losses and speed up reconstruction. Finally, ex post (re)insurers have a vested interest in training their customers in catastrophe-prone regions with the aim of exposure mitigation and business continuity planning. Business interruption insurance compensates for income lost while a business is being rebuilt. By helping to limit losses and resume business, these initiatives also foster recovery and promote growth. Insurance payouts are automatically allocated to the repair or replacement of facilities deemed sufficiently important for agents to have insured them in the first place. Aid flows, and other forms of ex post relief, rarely come with such incentives and allocation mechanisms.

Related literature. Existing research focuses on the link between natural catastrophes and growth without taking into account the role of insurance in transferring risk. Within this limited focus, the literature varies along several dimensions. Many papers use relatively small samples with few countries or few disasters. Some articles focus on the contemporaneous impact (Murlidharan and Shah 2001, Noy 2009), others on five-year intervals (Loayza et al. 2012) or GDP after five years (Hochrainer 2009), and on long-term average growth (Skidmore and Toya 2002). Other research focuses on how the effects on economic growth differ according to physical type of natural catastrophes (Fomby et al. 2009, Loayza et al. 2012). Methods also vary: while most studies use classical regression analysis, Cavallo et al. (2010) employ synthetic control methods, and a vast literature uses descriptive case studies.

While each approach has its merits, the literature reaches no consensus on the sign and size of catastrophe-related growth effects. Some find a qualified positive effect (e.g. Skidmore and Toya 2002), others a negative effect (e.g. Rasmussen 2004, Fomby et al. 2009, Noy 2009) and some find no significant effect (e.g. Cavallo et al. 2010). The papers closest to ours are Noy (2009), Hochrainer (2009) and Loayza et al. (2012); all combine CRED data with World Bank statistics and include more macroeconomic covariates, at the expense of sample size. Noy estimates the contemporaneous impact of direct losses on growth in a sample of 109 countries over 1970-2003.
(comprising 428 events) and finds a significant negative impact of 1% on average, and more for developing countries. Loayza et al. consider 5-year averages for 94 countries over 1961-2005, and show that growth effects over the medium term, although fairly small, differ by economic sector and physical type of catastrophe. Hochreiner uses non-parametric methods to examine 225 large disasters over 1960-2005, and finds that the level of GDP is on average 2 to 4% lower five years after catastrophes causing direct losses in excess of 1% of GDP.

This paper departs from this literature in three respects. First, the scope is broader than in existing studies: we construct a large dataset that spans 52 years (1960-2011) across 203 countries and jurisdictions, comprising 2476 major events. This helps avoid the selection bias afflicting studies with incomplete cross-sections or short time-series. Second, we perform dynamic panel analysis to estimate the full time profile of economic growth in response to natural catastrophes. This presents a more complete picture of growth dynamics than existing studies that focus on five-year averages or on a particular time segment. Third and most importantly, existing empirical research disregards the role of risk transfer, due to data limitations, even as the policy literature emphasizes the importance of financial preparedness (e.g. Kunreuther and Michel-Kerjan 2009, Cummins and Mahul 2009, World Bank and United Nations 2010). Using a unique dataset on risk transfer via (re)insurance, our paper makes the link between natural catastrophes and economic growth and thus helps to disentangle some of the conflicting findings in the literature.

3 Data and Methodology

The NatCat data. The dataset employed here contains close to 21,768 observations on the direct costs of natural catastrophes to individual countries between 1960 and 2011. The coverage is very broad. Since 1960, natural catastrophes have claimed over 3.2 million lives, and caused $3,800 billion in total losses giving rise to $905 billion in insurance payouts. The data include direct losses from the immediate destruction of property and infrastructure. They exclude indirect costs – estimating these subsequent, macroeconomic costs is the objective of the paper. Direct losses are calculated based on the cost replacing or repairing affected homes, schools, other buildings, machinery, livestock, vehicles, and other property and infrastructure. The raw data are in original US dollars, whereby inflation exaggerates the upward trend in economic losses. To make losses comparable over time, we express nominal amounts in constant 2011 US dollars using the US CPI.

The data were obtained from the NatCatService of Munich Re, a global insurance and reinsurance group. These statistics specialize in economic losses and draw extensively on industry sources (see Appendix A for details). As such, they are better suited for our research questions than the CRED database commonly used in the literature. That said, there is considerable overlap between the two sources in terms of the physical events covered, and inconsistencies are eliminated by regular exchange between the data collecting institutions (Below et al. 2009).

The key difference for our purposes is the quality of the loss data, which is insufficient in CRED. Reinsurance companies are well placed to assess catastrophe-related losses: they not only track their own global insurance liabilities, but also have incentives to collect statistics on the entire universe of natural catastrophes in order to set appropriate terms and premiums on their (re)insurance contracts. As a result, the NatCat statistics provide the most accurate data on insured and total losses. Appendix 1 provides further detail and reports on data quality tests. Most importantly, since natural catastrophes do not respect national borders, it was important to confirm that supra-
national events (those affecting entire regions) come with sufficient information for allocating losses to individual countries as necessary for our macroeconomic analysis. The consistency between regional totals and country breakdowns speaks to the quality of the NatCat statistics.

**Stylized facts.** Most of our analysis focuses on *major* catastrophes between 1960 and 2011 (Table 1). This comprises the 2,476 known events with a severity of category 4 and above, a threshold defined by a minimum of 100 fatalities and/or $250 million in losses in constant 2011 US dollars. These events jointly account for more than 90% of all reported losses and fatalities from natural catastrophes since 1960. Table 1 breaks down the frequency of major catastrophes by continent and by their physical properties, and provides summary statistics on their severity and insurance coverage. The relative frequency is particularly high for storms in North America, droughts in Africa, and flooding and earthquakes in Asia. Note that the severity of disasters is so skewed that the worst catastrophes pull the mean well above the median of the distribution, both for fatalities and for economic losses. We therefore distinguish between typical (median) disasters and larger average (mean) disasters when presenting empirical results. Normalizing losses by land area, population or GDP shows just how concentrated the damage from natural disasters can be, especially for storms, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.

**Table 1: Features of Natural Catastrophes**

**Insurance coverage.** We compute effective coverage for each disaster by expressing insured losses as a share of total losses ex post. Over the sample’s span of 52 years, nearly 60% of major events were entirely uninsured (53% over the past decade). At close to 80%, the proportion of uninsured events is particularly high among hydrological and climatological events, while meteorological events are frequently insured, especially in North America. Insurance coverage goes broadly hand in hand with development. High-income countries contract more insurance for every physical type of catastrophe than lower-income groups; as a result, the bulk of losses reaching the global insurance market derives from catastrophes in North America, Europe, Japan and the Pacific region (von Dahlen and von Peter 2012). By comparison, low- and middle-income countries host less developed insurance markets (Cummins and Mahul 2009), although there are sufficient insured disasters in this group of countries to perform the regressions.

The same point holds for insurance coverage at different degrees of severity (Figure 1). The red dots represent major catastrophes of category 4 and above. The lack of insurance for a great number of events is apparent from the cluster along the x-axis. Yet there is a wide dispersion of insurance coverage at all levels of severity, which is important for identifying the role of insurance. In particular, coverage does not fall systematically with severity, which could have biased our estimates below – the quadratic line fitted through the scatter plot only declines moderately beyond disasters costing more than $10 billion ($10^{10}$).

Our observations on insurance coverage result from the aggregation of a multitude of individual contracts that commit insurance companies to pay for damages in the wake of a natural catastrophe. Coverage is generally arranged between policyholders and a (local) primary insurance company. The individual insurer usually offers different lines of business, including property, automobile,

---

3A case in point is the Indian Ocean Tsunami of 26 December 2004. The event caused 220,363 fatalities and $12.055 billion in direct losses overall, which are attributed to Indonesia (160,000 lives, $4.5 billion in losses), Sri Lanka (35,300 lives / $1.0 billion), India (16,300 lives / $2.5 billion), Thailand (8,200 lives / $2.0 billion) and 9 lesser affected countries.
Figure 1: The Figure plots insurance coverage against the severity of natural catastrophes, as measured by direct economic losses. The quadratic fit is estimated for the set of natural catastrophes with severity category of 4 and above (thick dots), excluding events with reported losses below $1 million. The shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval around the predicted curve.

Business interruption and life insurance. Those different lines of business will be jointly affected by a natural catastrophe, leading to thousands of insured claims and an accumulation of losses at individual insurance companies. To limit their exposure, insurers commonly buy coverage from reinsurance companies, often in the form of “catastrophe excess of loss” contracts (CatXL). The reinsurance sector retains most of the underwritten risk, and transfers some peak risks to broader financial markets through retrocession and securitization (e.g. through catastrophe bonds), as described in von Dahlen and von Peter (2012). Natural disasters resulting in significant losses have become more frequent in recent decades, with insured losses peaking in 2005 ($116 billion), and total losses reaching a record $386 billion in 2011.

Constructing the panel dataset. To perform dynamic panel analysis, the NatCat data must be matched with macroeconomic time series. We proceed in two steps. Countries often suffer several catastrophes within a single year, yet their macroeconomic data are at the annual frequency. We

---

4 An individual CatXL contract could typically come with the following caps: $6 million for the primary insurer, plus $8 million for the reinsurer. The aggregate exposure of any single reinsurer can reach billions in the event of a major catastrophe.


6 Higher-frequency growth data are unavailable for most countries over any significant length of time. Similarly, regional (sub-national) data would also be better suited for measuring the effect of natural catastrophes. If we detect growth effects in annual and national data, they are even more likely to show in quarterly and sub-national data.
aggregate multiple disasters within each year to obtain a unique observation for each country-year pair. This step consolidates 2,476 disasters of category 4 and above into 1,319 observations at the country-year level while retaining the number and physical types of catastrophes occurring in each country-year pair by folding this information into additional variables. The second step matches the NatCat dataset with macroeconomic panel data (see Appendix 1). We draw on the World Bank’s World Development Indicators database, in line with related studies.\(^7\) We complement missing countries and jurisdictions with United Nations National Accounts data to obtain broader coverage, and add macroeconomic controls (Appendix Table A1 lists variables and data sources). This yields an (unbalanced) panel dataset spanning the period 1960-2011 comprising 8,252 growth observations and 2,381 natural catastrophes of category 4 and above (20,999 when including all categories). There are 203 countries and jurisdictions with more than 20 years of growth data. What follows uses the inflation-adjusted dataset on catastrophes of category 4 and above. Appendix 3 performs robustness tests for different thresholds of severity and timing to ensure that our results do not depend on the choices made in the construction of the panel dataset.

**Methodology.** Our point of departure is a simple dynamic stochastic growth model from which we generate impulse response functions to simulate the impact of natural catastrophes on a country’s growth path. This approach accounts for the nonstationarity of output (Nelson and Plosser 1982) and can be implemented using dynamic panel methods. Let \(y_{it}\) denote real GDP growth of country \(i\) in period \(t\). The variable \(x_{it}\) measures severity if a natural catastrophe occurs in country \(i\) and period \(t\), and equals zero otherwise. Growth dynamics can be described by an autoregressive model of the form

\[
y_{it} = \alpha_i + \sum_n \beta_n y_{it-n} + \sum_n \lambda_n x_{it-n} + \varepsilon_{it}.
\]

The coefficients on \(x_{it}\) and its lags translate natural catastrophes into growth outcomes. The *impact* of a disaster on the growth rate within the same year equals \(\lambda_0\). If negative, this drag on economic activity also affects next year’s growth through the autoregressive process, and may be further compounded (or attenuated) by a negative (or positive) \(\lambda_1\), and so forth. The perturbed path describes deviations from the long-term growth rate of \(y^*_i = \alpha_i/(1 - \Sigma \beta_n)\).\(^8\) Over time, the *cumulative effect* of a disaster on growth converges to

\[
\mathbb{E}(\Delta y_i) = \sum \frac{\lambda_n}{1 - \Sigma \beta_n} x_i.
\]

(1)

The ratio in this expression is the multiplier that translates the impulse (a catastrophe of severity \(x_i\)) into the long-term cumulative effect on growth. The lag structure thus allows the data to identify how the effects of natural catastrophes work their way through to economic growth in stages. In contrast to impact studies (e.g. Noy 2009), we thus estimate a time profile of the growth response. To evaluate the hypothesis whether natural catastrophes are harmful or conducive to growth, we test the sign and significance of the coefficients \(\lambda_n\). We then visualize the full growth response over time by simulating the recursive equation from a single impulse at \(t = 0\). In doing so we focus on economic growth – the most debated economic variable – while acknowledging that GDP does not capture many important consequences of natural disasters that affect people’s wellbeing. That said, the method can be applied to other variables of interest, such as infrastructure investment, consumption or socio-economic measures.

\(^7\)These include Barro (2009), Cerra and Saxena (2008), Noy (2009), and Loayza et al. (2012).

\(^8\)Using lag polynomials, the equation becomes \(B(L)y_{it} = \alpha_i + \Lambda(L)x_{it} + \varepsilon_{it}\). For stable stochastic difference equations of this form, the mean path describing the systematic dynamics is given by the expectation \(\mathbb{E}(y_{it}) = B^{-1}(L) [\Lambda(L)x_{it} + \alpha_i]\) (e.g. Harvey 1990).

8
Occurrence of Natural Catastrophes

Baseline. This section focuses on the occurrence of natural catastrophes, regardless of their severity. This follows Cerra and Saxena’s (2008) study on financial and political crises. For natural catastrophes, this approach benefits from strict exogeneity: their occurrence does not depend on economic conditions in the years preceding them. After testing down the lag structure, we settle on the following baseline regression,

\[
y_{it} = \alpha_i + \sum_{n=1}^{2} \beta_n y_{it-n} + \sum_{n=0}^{4} \delta_n N_{it-n} + \text{[Macro controls]} + \varepsilon_{it},
\]

where the indicator variable \( N_{it} \) equals 1 if natural catastrophe(s) occur in country \( i \) in year \( t \), and zero otherwise, focusing on catastrophes of category 4 and above.\(^9\) Guided by the Hausman test, we estimate (2) using panel fixed effects with robust standard errors.\(^10\) This is a natural choice, since virtually all countries are in the sample, and their growth rates differ for structural reasons.

The baseline result suggests that major natural catastrophes are harmful to economic activity (Table 2). At the time of impact, a catastrophe reduces growth by an estimated 0.64 percentage points within the first year on average (\( \hat{\delta}_0 \) in column 1). This impact persists through the growth process (the autoregressive lags are positive), and is compounded two years after the event by a further drag on growth (lag 2 of the indicator equals -0.55%). In this specification, the estimated cumulative effect amounts to -1.65% of GDP and passes the significance test at the 1% level. The response of growth to natural catastrophes thus exhibits a rich dynamic profile.

Table 2: Natural Catastrophes and Economic Growth

Impulse response. Simulating the response of economic growth shows that the adverse effects of natural catastrophes are significant, both in the statistical and in the economic sense. Figure 2 generates the full time-profile of growth, from the impact to the long-run response to a disaster. The central path traces out the average growth response relative to the long-run growth path, which would remain constant at a rate of 4.60% in the absence of catastrophes and other shocks (the actual sample average is 3.94% per annum). Following a natural catastrophe, real growth declines by 0.64% on impact, briefly recovers and slumps again before converging back to the long-run growth rate (left panel). This perturbed path is embedded in a confidence band that excludes the x-axis for the most part, indicating statistical significance. The tentative rebound in the year after the disaster presumably reflects the contribution of reconstruction activity to measured GDP.

Interpretation. Does this growth pattern represent a recovery? The answer depends on the way one defines the term. Countries affected by a catastrophe may not see the level of GDP fall, since growth, albeit subdued, remains positive on average. Over time, the economy regains its long-run growth rate as the perturbed path approaches zero (Figure 2, left panel). However, countries generally do not recover their previous growth path. This would require that growth overshoot its long-term average (and jump into the positive quadrant of the Figure). Instead, the years

\(^9\)This excludes a large number of small and moderate natural catastrophes (see Appendix 1). Other thresholds are tested in Appendix 3.

\(^10\)In this regression, the country fixed effects are correlated with the lagged dependent variables. However, Nickell (1981) has shown that the estimation bias is of order 1/T, which is small for this dataset, and smaller than in Cerra and Saxena (2008) who also follow this approach. Moreover, in the context of positive autocorrelation, the bias is negative and leads the persistence of growth to be underestimated.
of sluggish growth in the aftermath of a natural catastrophe leave behind a measure of foregone output. The growth effects dissipate but leave a level effect. In this sense, countries never fully recover the output lost in the wake of a natural catastrophe. This pattern of incomplete recovery is also observed for man-made disasters (Cerra and Saxena 2008). Likewise, in so-called consumption disasters the initial decline is not fully reversed by the partial recovery (Gourio 2008). It is the permanent effects that make the welfare cost much larger than in Lucas’s (1987) estimates. Such permanent effects are also necessary for explaining asset pricing puzzles through rare disasters (Barro 2009, Gabaix 2012).

Consequently, natural catastrophes leave behind a permanent macroeconomic cost, over and above the direct loss from the destruction of property and infrastructure. The right panel of Figure 2 sums the growth deviations over a ten-year period to show that the cumulative effect converges to -1.65%, as estimated in Table 2 (column 1) and derived from equation (1). The cumulative effect thus exceeds the short-term impact by a factor of more than two. This underlines that the consequences of natural catastrophes play out over several years. Attention to affected populations and areas should therefore not be limited to the immediate aftermath of a disaster. Long-term effects on health, nutrition and education illustrate the social dimension of the problem (World Bank and UN 2010).

![Impulse response of growth to a natural catastrophe](image)

**Figure 2:** The impulse response function traces out the path of GDP growth over time by simulating the recursive equation (2) with the estimated coefficients of Table 2 (column 1) in response to a disaster triggering the dynamics, relative to the long-run growth rate. The catastrophe occurs between year 0 and 1, such that observation \( t = 1 \) represents growth in the impact year, observation \( t = 2 \) the year after, etc. The confidence band is derived from Monte Carlo realizations perturbing each of the estimated coefficients by a disturbance with a variance proportional to its estimated standard error (\( s \)). Specifically, we compute 10,000 realizations for each coefficient (\( \hat{\alpha}_t = \hat{\alpha} + s * e_t \)) to produce as many paths from the recursive equation (2), and identify point-wise for every period \( t \) the realization that lies ±1 standard deviation away from the central path (see also Sims and Zha 1999).

---

11 We chose to use the growth of real GDP (not per capita) as the dependent variable. If GDP slows or declines, so does GDP/capita, unless the decline in population is even sharper. Disasters rarely decrease a population to any significant extent, and it would be inappropriate in such cases to associate higher GDP/capita with greater wellbeing.
Man-made disasters. Natural catastrophes may coincide with man-made disasters that also have persistent negative effects on growth (Cerra and Saxena 2008). In 11% of country-year pairs with major natural catastrophes, a banking, currency, debt or political crisis or civil war starts in the same year. Ignoring these crises strengthens the estimated effect of natural catastrophes (Table 2, column 2). But this estimate is biased, since the regression excluding macroeconomic controls attributes some consequences of man-made crises to natural catastrophes. It is thus necessary to control for man-made crises, as confirmed by the likelihood ratio and Wald tests, and we do so throughout. When estimated jointly (column 1), the macroeconomic costs of man-made crises are larger than those of natural catastrophes (see Table A2). Indeed, the impact of all five types of man-made crises exceeds 2% of GDP within the same year, and further costs arise in the case of civil wars, banking and debt crises. If countries could avoid man-made crises, their long-term growth would be 0.5% higher on average (comparing $\hat{\alpha}/(1 - \Sigma \hat{\beta}_n)$ in columns 1 and 2).

On robustness and exogeneity. The baseline regression is robust with respect to lag structure, estimation methods and subsamples – indeed, several departures from column 1 strengthen the estimated effects of natural catastrophes (see Appendix Table A2). While this baseline is not our preferred regression, it does have the virtue that the explanatory variables are truly independent, which should make the estimates reliable. The occurrence of natural catastrophes is completely exogenous over the relevant horizon, and the events themselves are identified by their physical characteristics. Natural catastrophes such as earthquakes materialize regardless of the prevailing economic environment. In this sense, the finding that natural catastrophes are followed by subdued growth plausibly reflects a causal link, since the regression is not subject to the endogeneity that plagues many other panel studies.

5 Severity of Natural Catastrophes

Log-loss specification. We now take advantage of the availability of data on the severity of natural catastrophes in terms of damage to property and infrastructure. Such a cost measure is likely to be more informative about economic activity than physical measures would be. In the panel regression measuring the dynamic response of GDP growth, we replace the NatCat indicator variable in (2) first by total direct losses $L$ in constant 2011 US dollars expressed in logarithms,

$$y_{it} = \alpha_i + \sum_{n=1}^{2} \beta_n y_{it-n} + \sum_{n=0}^{4} \lambda_n \log(L_{it-n}) + [\text{Macro controls}] + \epsilon_{it}. \quad (3)$$

When using measures of severity, it is important to report the estimates $\lambda_n$ scaled to convey a meaningful scenario. The distribution of losses is so skewed that the mean loss is an order of magnitude larger than the median loss (recall Table 1). Table 2 first reports coefficients scaled

---

12In order to maximize sample size and to avoid introducing potentially endogenous variables, we do not include further macroeconomic controls beyond the five types of man-made crises and country-fixed effects (as well as GDP per capita as a proxy for the stage of development in section 6).

13By comparison, the literature on consumption disasters, for instance, defines these events as a decline in the macroeconomic series of interest (Barro and Ursúa 2008).

14The cost measure will differentiate according to whether an earthquake with moment magnitude of 8.0, for example, releases its energy near Tokyo or in Siberia.

15As losses are close to log-normally distributed, the log-transform of losses (and of related severity measures) is approximately normal.
by the median loss, to show the growth response to a typical catastrophe at the center of the loss distribution. To complement, the shaded rows report coefficients scaled by the mean ($\hat{\lambda}_n \log(\bar{L})$), as the response to a mean loss is more relevant when assessing a country’s expected costs from a major natural catastrophe.

**Results.** The log-loss specification strengthens the estimated effects of natural catastrophes. The output cost of a typical (median) catastrophe amounts to 0.75% in the impact year and cumulates to 2.1% over time, slightly more for a mean catastrophe (Table 2, column 3). The hypothesis of a zero impact, and that of zero permanent effects of disasters on growth, can both be rejected at the 1% significance level. The impact and lag 2 coefficients are both more negative and estimated with greater precision than in the baseline regression (column 1). These results hold regardless of the exact threshold of severity used for including natural catastrophes in the sample (see Appendix Table A3). In sum, the quantitative information on damage to property and infrastructure is useful for identifying how catastrophes affect countries’ growth prospects.

An alternative measure of severity is the number of lives lost in a natural catastrophe. Using the logarithm of fatalities as a regressor puts more weight on catastrophes with higher death tolls, such as the droughts in Africa in the early 1980s. It also includes observations with unknown economic losses, such as the 1975 dam failures in China claiming 26,000 lives. This specification leads to smaller estimates (column 4), although the impact of a mean disaster remains similar (-0.77%). As Noy (2009) observes, property damage predicts growth better than the number of fatalities does – this is not surprising given that the median number of lives lost is low in all but the worst catastrophes (Table 1). Perhaps this is why Loayza et al. (2012), using the share of affected population as a severity measure, also find small effects of disasters on overall GDP growth over the medium term.

**Concentration.** We explore whether more concentrated losses come with higher macroeconomic costs in the remaining columns of Table 2. One would expect natural catastrophes to have a greater effect on smaller countries. There it is more likely that a disaster with a given physical scope affects a substantial share of output at the observed national level – small islands, such as Montserrat, face the highest exposure. Running the log-loss regression for small countries and jurisdictions, defined as those with land area at or below the median of 111,890 km\(^2\) (the size of Honduras), yields an elevated impact and cumulative loss of 0.9% and 2.9% following average catastrophe.

The size effect becomes more apparent when expressing the cost of destruction relative to land area. With this measure (column 5), the impact and the cumulative effects are comparable to the log-loss results (column 3) for a typical (median-sized) disaster. Following a larger (mean) disaster, however, growth falls by 1.16% on impact and leaves a cumulative output loss of 3.7%. The macroeconomic costs are clearly visible in Figure 3. Normalizing losses by land area puts more weight on small nations and costly disasters when computing the correlations between growth and NatCat losses that determine $\lambda_n$. For example, while Grenada suffered $3.16 million/km^2 in losses in 2004 (Hurricane Ivan), the same measure of geographic concentration never exceeded $227/km^2 in Russia. Based on column (5), the predicted output loss for the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake (with $582,700/km^2 in direct losses) equals 1.39% on impact and 4.41% overall.

Similar results hold when scaling losses by the population of each affected country. This normalization emphasizes cases in which the consequences of a natural catastrophe have been shouldered by

---

16 The Log\(_{10}\) transform takes the edge off larger catastrophes. To illustrate, when the actual loss grows tenfold from $10 to $100 billion, the log-loss variable increases by just one unit, from 10 to 11.
Impact on growth path

Cumulative effect on GDP

Figure 3: The impulse response function traces out the path of GDP over time by simulating the recursive equation (3), as described under Figure 2, with the estimated coefficients from Table 2 (column 5) associated with the regressor $\log_{10}(\text{Loss}/\text{km}^2)$, following a catastrophe of mean severity.

smaller populations – losses often exceed $1,000$ per head on Caribbean and Pacific islands. (By way of comparison, China’s losses peaked at $88$/head with the devastating 2008 Sichuan earthquake.) The estimates continue to be negative and significant (column 6), ranging from -0.56% (-1.26%) on impact to -1.96% (-4.41%) in the long run for median (mean) catastrophes, respectively. The effects are so persistent in this specification that the cumulative output loss reaches nearly four times the size of the impact.

The final column assesses losses in relation to the size of the economy when estimating growth effects. When using loss/GDP as a regressor, the estimated impact is still close to -0.7% for a typical (median) disaster, but the growth effects appear less persistent in this specification. Larger (mean) disasters again pose greater macroeconomic costs. Up to this point, the results are comparable with Noy’s (2009) short-run response for developing countries (-1%), and Hochreiner’s (2009) estimated GDP drop of 2-4% of GDP, respectively. The predicted output loss of Haiti’s 2010 earthquake (126% of GDP) equals 5.3% in this specification. Setting losses in relation to GDP in the regression gives less weight to the major economies, where the effect of a localized catastrophe may not show up at the national level. The only year in which the United States suffered catastrophe losses exceeding 1% of GDP was in 2005 when the Gulf Coast was struck by hurricanes (including Katrina). That said, the estimates become somewhat weaker when lowering the disaster threshold for direct losses (from 1% of GDP to 0.5% or 0.1%). An alternative interpretation is that richer countries are better able to cope with the consequences of natural catastrophes (Toya and Skidmore 2007, Kellenberg and Mobarak 2008). In what follows, we pursue one particular angle on why an advanced stage of development can mitigate the macroeconomic cost of natural catastrophes.

$^{17}$However, the mean loss (15.4% of GDP) is influenced by 21 observations where smaller countries suffered losses above 100% of GDP in a single year.

$^{18}$Perhaps the $\log_{10}$ transform of what is already a ratio (loss/GDP) becomes too clustered in the estimation and scaling of the coefficients. It is also possible that endogeneity becomes an issue, since the numerator of loss/GDP is a result of prior growth.
6 The Role of Risk Transfer

Specification. We now make the link between natural catastrophes and economic growth conditional on risk transfer. To do so, we employ detailed statistics on insurance coverage obtained from industry sources. For each catastrophe in country \( i \) at time \( t \), we decompose the total loss \( L_{it} \) into the uninsured part \( (U_{it}) \) and the part that was transferred to insurance markets \( (T_{it}) \). The extended regression allows us to estimate distinct coefficients for insured and uninsured losses,

\[
y_{it} = \alpha_i + \sum_{n=1}^{2} \beta_n y_{it-n} + \sum_{n=0}^{4} \mu_n \log(U_{it-n}) + \sum_{n=0}^{4} \tau_n \log(T_{it-n}) + [\text{Macro controls}] + \varepsilon_{it}.
\]

This specification effectively treats insured and uninsured losses as separate events occurring jointly in space and time.\(^{19}\) There is sufficient heterogeneity in insurance coverage across catastrophes to make this separation operational across the full sample (Figure 1). Significant differences between the estimated coefficients \( \mu_n \) and \( \tau_n \) constitute evidence that the macroeconomic costs of natural catastrophes depend on whether damages to property and infrastructure were insured or not.

Results. The estimates in Table 3 suggest that uninsured losses bring about significant macroeconomic costs, whereas insured losses are inconsequential or positive for growth. Columns 1 and 3 show uninsured losses to have a stronger negative effect on growth than was the case when no such distinction was made (Table 2, columns 3 and 5). The same holds for the growth response to mean losses \( \hat{\mu}_n \log(U) > \hat{\lambda}_n \log(L) \) for \( n = 0, 2 \), even though the uninsured loss coefficients are scaled by a smaller number \( \bar{U} < \bar{L} \). Moreover, the tentative rebound in year one \( \hat{\lambda}_1 > 0 \) is even smaller and less significant than in all previous specifications.

By contrast, insured losses appear to be largely inconsequential. All lags from year one to year three point to positive growth effects, although the signs are not reliable when lacking statistical significance (column 1). Therefore, the growth response to insured losses is likely close to zero while that to uninsured losses was clearly negative (a cumulative 2.3% or more). Hence it is the uninsured part of catastrophe-related losses that drives the macroeconomic cost.

Table 3: The Role of Risk Transfer

Small countries suffer more when uninsured but also recover faster when insured (column 2). Following an uninsured event, the impact estimate rises to 0.93%, and sluggish growth in each subsequent year brings the cumulative output loss to nearly 4% of GDP. The converse holds for insured losses: they can be growth-enhancing, especially in the year following the catastrophe (lag 1 is significant at +1.27%), and the cumulative output gain comes to 2.4%. Higher geographic concentration again strengthens the estimated growth responses both ways. Normalising losses by land area (column 3) yields stronger responses than those in column 1, for both insured (+) and uninsured (-) losses.\(^{20}\) By this measure, the consequences of an average disaster are also twice as large as those of a median disaster, owing to the skewed distribution of losses per km\(^2\). Uninsured losses again have

\(^{19}\)This allows for full-sample estimation with all loss observations decomposed into their insured and uninsured parts. It is not necessary to split the sample or to specify an (arbitrary) threshold of insurance coverage at which an event is said to be insured.

\(^{20}\)Land area is our preferred scaling variable, as it is more exogenous with respect to growth than GDP and the other scaling variables used in Table 2.
a substantial impact and trigger a large cumulative output loss (1.25% and 4.03%, respectively), whereas insured losses are inconsequential or growth-enhancing.

The comparison between insured and uninsured disasters suggests that insurance plays a mitigating role: while it cannot guarantee positive growth, sufficient coverage helps avert the adverse growth response that typically follows a major natural catastrophe. Figure 4 traces out these differential growth paths, where we simulate the growth responses to an entirely uninsured event (top row) and to a fully insured event (bottom row). While events with no insurance are frequent in reality, the case of 100% coverage is more hypothetical in nature. The experiment can be thought of as the purest form of the distinction we made between Haiti and New Zealand in the case study.

These extreme differences in coverage yield starkly different growth paths in the wake of a major catastrophe. An uninsured catastrophe leads to the negative growth response observed earlier, but the opposite holds for the fully insured case. For the first time we observe a full recovery that sets in after a muted impact, whereby the growth rate overshoots its long-run average. Whereas the growth spurt is on the margin of statistical significance and therefore possibly nil, the contraction following an uninsured catastrophe is economically and statistically significant.

This finding does not imply that any insurance coverage delivers growth-enhancing effects in due course. Figure 5 parametrizes various coverage ratios to examine the degree to which insurance mitigates the contractionary effects of a mean-sized catastrophe. The lower and upper bounds represent the responses under 100% and 0% insurance from Figure 4. The simulated growth paths for intermediate cases mirror the shapes of these bounds in line with the insurance coverage ratio.21 Judging by these simulations, what would constitute adequate insurance coverage? One criterion could be a desire for zero output loss. If one takes these estimates at face value, it would take 91% insurance coverage for the central path to settle on zero (red line).22 Allowing for estimation error, the cumulative loss turns statistically insignificant (the confidence band includes zero) once insurance coverage exceeds 60%. Whether it is efficient for countries to contract high coverage depends, of course, on the frequency of disasters as well as on the pricing of insurance contracts.

**Dynamics.** The paths in Figures 4 and 5 show that the strongest growth-enhancing effects from insured losses appear in the three years following a catastrophe. What explains this particular time profile? Anecdotal evidence suggests that this is the horizon over which investment and reconstruction efforts concentrate. Loayza et al. (2012) document that the growth-enhancing effects of earthquakes and storms work through capital formation over a five-year horizon. Relatedly, the bulk of insurance payouts accrues within three years of the event, with 83% reimbursed in the first 8 quarters (Figure 6). To the extent that insurance payouts facilitate the financing of reconstruction, it is plausible that economic activity should share a similar time profile.23 About 10 quarters after the catastrophe, insurance payouts typically slow down, having reached 87% of the ultimate paid loss. Perhaps it is this decline in funding that explains why early output gains are partly reversed

---

21 This need not hold by construction, since each intermediate path is not a mixture of the paths in Figure 4, but the simulated response to a mixed event of insured and uninsured losses.

22 The same would occur at 86% if one takes the estimates in column 3 as a basis (instead of column 1 from Table 3). The required coverage falls further for small countries for their positive response to insured losses (column 2).

23 Both survey evidence and randomized field experiments point to the importance of insurance for recovery. Runyan (2006) finds that in the wake of Hurricane Katrina (August 2005), firms with insurance quickly replaced destroyed assets whereas those without insurance did not; in the context of the Asian Tsunami (December 2004), De Mel et al. (2011) use random allocations of cash grants to firms to show that providing additional capital sped up the recovery.
The role of risk transfer

Figure 4: The impulse response function traces out the path of GDP growth over time by simulating the recursive equation (4) using the regressor $\text{Log}_{10}(\text{Loss})$, with the estimated coefficients from Table 3 (column 1), as described under Figure 2 (10,000 realizations). The upper panels simulate the growth response to a completely uninsured event of severity equal to the mean size of uninsured losses in the sample. The lower panels simulate a hypothetical fully (100%) insured event of severity equal to the mean size of insured losses.

in the fourth year (the dip in Figure 4 due to lag 4 of Table 3). This may be compounded by fiscal constraints that are more likely to bind when smaller countries are affected by major catastrophes (column 2).

It is perhaps more surprising that the contemporaneous impact also appears to be smaller for insured events. One would expect a catastrophe to cause a certain amount of destruction, with insurance at best speeding up the subsequent recovery as payouts help fund reconstruction. However, insurance arrangements also contribute to prevention and disaster management ex ante. As outlined in the case study, insurance companies may insist on sound building codes, for instance, and help establish (or provide incentives for) best practices in disaster management – not least to limit their own liabilities. This form of assistance is difficult to quantify as it works through the pricing of premiums and transfer of knowledge.\footnote{This may explain why Crespo et al. (2008) find little evidence of technological transfer following natural catastrophes when looking for imports of technology-related goods.}
Figure 5: The lines represent the impulse responses to events with different insurance coverage. The lower (upper) bound represents the central path of growth in response to a completely uninsured (fully insured) event shown in the upper (lower) panel of Figure 4, without confidence bands. The interior paths show the responses to a catastrophe where the same (log) total loss is split into insured and uninsured parts according to coverage ratios of c%, where c = 10, 20, ..., 90, that are then simulated using equation (4) with the estimated coefficients from Table 3 (column 1). The red line shows the response to the insurance coverage that sets the estimated cumulative effect equal to zero.

**Physical types.** To test for the role of risk transfer in greater detail, we allow for different economic growth responses according to the physical type of natural catastrophes. In Table 3 (column 4), we expand regression (4) to distinguish geophysical (earthquakes, volcanos), meteorological (storms), hydrological (flooding) and climatological events (extreme temperatures) as in Table 1. In spite of considerable variation across types, it continues to be case that uninsured losses drive the macroeconomic costs of disasters. The impact estimates of uninsured losses are all negative, with consequences unfolding over years, in line with the same regularity observed in more aggregated regressions. For three physical types, the cumulative output loss following a typical (median) disaster equals 2-3% of GDP, only hydrological events appear weakly expansionary even if insured. Due to the skewed distribution of losses, larger (mean) disasters are two to three times as harmful on average as median events: earthquakes and volcanic eruptions causing $60,000/km^2$ in losses can produce additional macroeconomic costs amounting to 6% of GDP.\(^{25}\) By these estimates, even full insurance coverage would just reduce, but not overturn, the adverse consequences of geophysical events. For storms, flooding and climatological events, by contrast, insured losses appear to induce growth effects sufficient to turn the cumulative output losses into gains, though this finding lacks statistical significance.\(^{26}\) The estimates still show that insurance coverage supports growth at least by mitigating the macroeconomic costs that would follow uninsured disasters.

Our decomposition into insured and uninsured losses helps disentangle some conflicting findings in the literature. Loayza et al. (2012) and other studies (e.g. World Bank and United Nations 2010)\(^{25}\) Haiti’s 2010 earthquake caused direct losses worth $299,677/km^2. Since the damage was essentially uninsured, the predicted output loss can be revised here to 7.0%. In our linear regression framework, the log transform curbs the effects of even the largest disasters.

\(^{25}\)The estimates in column 4 are not as robust to changes in specification as earlier results and should therefore be interpreted with caution.
find storms to be inconsequential for growth on average. We suspect that studies ignoring the role of insurance may confound positive and negative effects and estimate the average to be insignificant. By conditioning on risk transfer, we identify opposite effects for meteorological events: rather than being inconsequential, storms are harmful when uninsured (-2.67%) but growth-enhancing when highly insured (+1.35%). The unconditional approach just observes a mixture of effects, since over 70% of storms are insured against with coverage ratios in excess of 50% (Table 1). By contrast, 85% of climatological events, including droughts in Africa, are entirely uninsured (Table 1). This may explain why Loayza et al. (2012) find negative growth effects to be stronger for droughts than for any other type of catastrophe, and why their estimate (-3% compounded) is close to our result for uninsured climatological events (-3.8%). With better availability of insurance coverage, the macroeconomic cost could likely have been mitigated or offset.

7 The Role of Development

Can the growth-enhancing effects we find really be attributed to insurance, or are the macroeconomic costs of disasters largely determined by a country’s stage of development? It is well documented that many more people are affected in disasters striking low- and middle-income countries; the number of fatalities generally declines with measures of development (Toya and Skidmore 2007, Strömberg 2007, Noy 2009, Loayza et al. 2009). This suggests that more developed countries are

---

27 For flooding, Loayza et al. (2012) estimate positive effects, and Fomby et al. (2009) find zero long-term costs – in this case, both findings are consistent with the mildly positive (insignificant) effects of hydrological events in column 4. Raddatz (2007, 2009) and Loayza et al. (2012) also find no systematic impact of geophysical disasters on real GDP per capita and medium-term growth, respectively. It is possible that the countries in their (smaller) sample mainly includes better-insured developed nations at the expense of less developed countries and small island nations.

28 Dell et al. (2012) also find that high temperature shocks substantially reduce growth, mostly in developing countries.
in principle better able to cope with the consequences of natural catastrophes. If so, is it possible that development drives both output loss and insurance coverage, with no causal link between the latter?

Let us again distinguish between the direct effects of a disaster (on which there are statistics) and the subsequent macroeconomic costs that this paper estimates. Regarding the direct effects, it is true, also in the NatCat statistics employed here, that the number of lives lost in natural disasters falls as countries develop. However, what holds for fatalities need not hold for the destruction of property and infrastructure. Indeed, direct losses tend to rise as a function of income per capita.\(^{29}\) The value of infrastructure and capital that countries accumulate on the path to development implies greater exposure that is only partially offset by preventive and mitigating measures.

Hence it is not a foregone conclusion that developed countries face milder macroeconomic consequences in the aftermath of natural catastrophes. Table 4 explores this relationship in two steps. The first estimates the growth response for high-income and lower-income countries separately (column 2) to assess whether there are systematic differences in their growth responses. Although catastrophe insurance markets are underdeveloped in low- and middle-income countries (Cummins and Mahul 2009), there are sufficient insured events for estimating the coefficients \(\tau_n\). Uninsured catastrophes come with negative growth effects on both income groups. While the impact is larger for lower-income countries, the subsequent drag on growth (years 2 and 3) is greater for high-income countries. This is partly due to their coefficients being scaled by higher loss severity; at least lower-income countries are more sensitive to a given loss on impact \((\mu_{00}^{lo}/\mu_{00}^{hi} = 1.69)\). Moreover, disasters on average have a negative impact on low- and middle-income countries even when insured \((\mu_{00}^{lo} < \mu_{00}^{hi} < 0)\); but this impact is outpaced by the recovery in the years after the catastrophe. For both income groups, the growth effects of reconstruction in the years after a disaster are positive and significant only in the insured case; once insurance payouts taper off, growth effects dissipate (lag 4). The most telling difference occurs in the impact year, when only) lower-income countries first witness negative growth whether insured or not. This was not the case for high-income countries, nor for countries with small land area (Table 3, column 2).\(^{30}\) In less developed financial markets it is more difficult to obtain credit for reconstruction, while mature markets may allow agents to receive bridge loans while awaiting insurance payouts, as in the case of New Zealand (section 2).

**Table 4: Stages of Economic Development**

In the second step, we directly control for the stage of development in a full-sample estimation (columns 3-4). Income groups are based on a discrete time-invariant classification – for a sample that spans 60 years it is preferable to use a continuous measure.\(^{31}\) Insurance coverage clearly correlates with the stage of development, as proxied by GDP per capita; yet there is sufficient dispersion in coverage at any stage of development to disentangle the two factors empirically (Figure 7). Controlling for development leaves the estimated growth effects largely unchanged though slightly smaller in magnitude, suggesting that there may be a role for development in mitigating

---

29 A simple regression on catastrophes of category 3 and above (5617 events) shows that a 10% increase in GDP/capita goes with 6% fewer fatalities \((R^2=35%)\), but entails 8% higher losses in terms of damage to property and infrastructure \((R^2=27%)\).

30 This is consistent with Noy’s (2009) separate estimates for developing countries (-1.09%) and OECD members (+1.58%), although his estimates measure only the impact (year 0) and are not conditioned on insurance. Based on five-year averages, Loayza et al. (2012) also find that growth in developing countries is more sensitive to natural disasters.

31 In addition, constant structural differences are captured in the country-specific fixed effects.
the macroeconomic costs (column 3). The development proxy itself enters with a negative (and insignificant) coefficient reflecting the forces of convergence in growth rates.

The final regression (column 4) separately takes development into account at the time catastrophes strike. Interestingly, this raises the estimated cost of uninsured catastrophes while leaving the effects of insured events largely unchanged. The interaction term is significantly positive, and represents an add-on growth effect enjoyed more by richer countries. Specifically, a developed country can mute the impact of natural catastrophes by 0.3 percentage points more than a country whose GDP/capita is ten times lower, holding everything else equal. According to this crude measure, which does not take into account targeted efforts in prevention and mitigation, it would take long-lasting general development to offset the macroeconomic costs of natural catastrophes in the way that insurance coverage appears to do. Taking these results at face value thus suggests that development tends to support growth whenever disasters strike, but it is the degree of insurance coverage that ultimately determines whether the macroeconomic effects in their wake are positive or negative.

![Insurance Coverage at different stages of development](image)

Figure 7: The Figure plots insurance coverage against the stage of development, as proxied by the log of GDP per capita at constant 2000 US dollars. The quadratic fit and other aspects are as in Figure 1.

**Aid vs. insurance.** We end this section with the observation that other forms of financial relief could also help mitigate the macroeconomic cost of natural catastrophes. Large disasters often entail increased government spending or foreign aid flows not contained in our statistics. While

---

32The interaction term equals 1.03% at the median stage of development (with GDP/capita of $2,079, such as Guatemala), so the impact of an uninsured catastrophe comes to -0.7% (down from -1.7%). This term adds an additional 0.3% in growth for countries with ten times the median GDP/capita ($20,790, such as Taiwan), leaving an impact of -0.4%. This coincides with the difference in the separate impact estimates for high-income and lower-income countries (column 2).
these forms of compensation serve important purposes, we would not expect their inclusion to affect our results. Aid disbursements can be slow and small in relation to the affected economies; Becerra et al. (2012) document that the median aid increase following large natural disasters covers only 3% of the overall damage. Aid flows are also based on humanitarian motives, responding to the immediate exigency of saving lives and reducing human suffering. As such, they respond to the number of killed and displaced people, with some distortion arising from the extent of news coverage, common language and colonial ties (Strömbäck 2007).33 Taken together, these flows are not primarily geared toward financing a major reconstruction effort.

Furthermore, most forms of ex post compensation do not come with the incentive and allocation mechanisms provided by insurance arrangements. Insurance payouts automatically target the repair or replacement of those facilities that private agents had deemed important enough ex ante to warrant insurance coverage, often ones that serve a productive purpose. From this perspective, we would expect insurance coverage to contribute more toward economic recovery than ex post compensation in the form of aid or government relief programs. The effectiveness of different forms of post-disaster spending, ranging from aid and insurance payouts to fiscal expenditure, is an important area for future research.

8 Conclusions

This paper shows that major natural catastrophes are harmful for economic growth in addition to causing human suffering and broader destruction. In panel regressions on a large cross-section of 203 countries and jurisdictions over 52 years, we identify a significant impact as well as a cumulative output loss unfolding over several years. Most specifications share the regularity that the initial impact on growth gives way to a tentative rebound in the year after the disaster, followed by a further drag on growth in the second year after the event. This rich dynamic pattern goes unnoticed in studies that focus only on a particular time segment, be it the impact (e.g. Noy 2009), 5-year intervals (e.g. Loayza et al. 2012) or long-term averages (e.g. Skidmore and Toya 2002). With some variations in terms of how losses are normalized, we find that growth falls by some 0.65 percentage points on impact in a typical median disaster (and 1% in a mean disaster), and estimate the cumulative output loss to be 1.7% (2.6%). The permanent loss thus exceeds the initial impact by a factor of two or three. This macroeconomic cost is in addition to direct losses from the immediate destruction of property and infrastructure which often make up several percent of GDP already.

Our main and novel finding is that it is the uninsured part of catastrophe-related losses that drives macroeconomic costs, whereas well insured catastrophes can be inconsequential or even positive for economic activity. The strongest growth-enhancing effects from insured losses appear in the three years following a catastrophe, in line with the average timing of insurance payouts. This suggests that insurance facilitates the financing of the reconstruction effort that contributes to measured GDP. Distinguishing the effects by physical type of catastrophe shows that insurance coverage at best neutralizes the contractionary effects of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, while the growth effects of storms, flooding and climatological events can be weakly positive when insured.

33Relatedly, since donors usually respond after disasters strike, not enough is being done for prevention (World Bank and United Nations 2010).
Insurance can therefore play an important role in mitigating the macroeconomic costs arising from major natural catastrophes. This form of risk transfer can be useful at any stage of development. Splitting the sample by land area and income group shows that small and low- to middle-income countries suffer more when uninsured but also recover faster when insured against catastrophes. Hence the mitigating role of insurance appears to be more pronounced for this group, especially in the year after a disaster when reconstruction takes place. Whether it is desirable for countries to seek high coverage depends, of course, on the frequency of disasters and on the terms and cost of insurance. Not enough data are available on the pricing of contracts to enable a cost-benefit analysis. In this respect, by providing the first evidence that risk transfer alters the effects of catastrophes on growth, the paper seeks to contribute to the broader debate on the effectiveness of different forms of compensation (aid, insurance, fiscal spending) and the right balance between prevention ex ante and compensation ex post.
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